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Recently Professor Keizo Asano has shown to the author that P-components of 
normal ideals in rings can be characterized as follows:
Let G be a Brandt’s groupoid of normal ideals in a ring R  with a unit element, 
P  a set of prime-spots, and Qp the P-component of a in G. Then the mapping (ppi 
a->(ppCd)=ap gives a homomorphism form G into the multiplicative semigroup © 
consisting of all submodules of R, and it satisfies ^p(a)2a. Conversely, let <p be 
a mapping from G  into @ which satisfies (p (d )^a  and (p(^ab')=<pCa)<p(b') (ab: proper 
multiplication). Then (p coincides with some <Pp , Hence the set Q of all <p satisfy­
ing <^(a)2a and ^^ ?(aB) =^(a)^(b) forms an atomic Boolean algebra under 
where (p^yjr means <pCcO^yjr(a ) for all a in G.
In the present paper we shall generalize the above facts for the case of 
semigroups.
I. Let O be an order of a (noncommutative) semigroup S with an identity I. 
A  subset a of 5 is called a left s-o-ideal if ( I )  *'a^a, (2) a contains a regular ele- 
ment^^  and (3) for a suitable regular element X in 5. Right s-o'-ideals are
defined in a similar fashion, where o' denotes an order of S'. I f a is a left s-Mdeal 
and a right s- '-ideal, then a is called an s-'-/-ideal. An 5-:->ideal is called an s-> 
ideal.
Let {:*, •••} be a system of orders which are equivalents^ to a fixed order o of 
S. Then any two orders in the system are equivalent to each other. The product 
of an 5-3^ -o^ -ideal a and an 5-D-^ -oMdeal b is called proper if k =  j. If .CS ••• 
are maximal orders, then the set G  of all t;-ide ils,^  ^ defined on this system of the 
orders, forms the Brandt’s groupoid with respect to a»b =  (ab)*, where ab is proper.
We shall now impose that
1. OS ••• are maximal orders of S.
2. A  fixed order o* is regular^\
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1) An element of 5 is called regular if it satisfies both right and left cancelation laws.
2) Two subsets M , N  of S are called equivalent if there exist regular elements A, jn. A', /i' 
in S such that xM/x>QN and x 'N / id M .  Two orders are called equivalent if they are 
equivalent as subsets of S. See [I ].  [2] and [3].
3) An s-ideal a is called a z;-ideal if a*=a“^~^=a. See [3].
4) An order o of S is called regular when, for any in S, there exist two regular elements 
a and /3 in o such that xca ^o  and j3ox^o. See [I ] ,  [2] and [3].
3. Ascending chain condition (A. C. C.) holds for integral two-sided i;-D*-ideals 
for a fixed order o*.
Then it may be seen that every order in the system is regular, and the 
A. C. C. holds for integral two-sided z;-o^ -ideals. Moreover it is verified that the 
A. C. C. holds for z;-o*-DMdeals which are contained in any fixed s-o*-o -^ideal. Using 
this fact we can prove that there exist, for any 5-o'-D -^ideal a, a finite number of 
elements Cu ", Cnin a such that a* is generated by Ci, Cn. That is, a *= [ t : i ,  •••,
Cn] = ( U ?  = iD*^ v^D^ )*.
A subset y4 of S' is called an o*-D^ -set if and A  contains a regular
element of S. For any o‘-D*-set A  we define a closure operation as the set-theoretical 
sum of all z;-D‘-D -^ideals generated by a finite number of elements in A, i. e.
av^A
L emma I. I f  an A  is an then
Proof. Let x be any element in Then there exists an z;-D'^ ‘-o -^ideal c
Cm], CveA, which contains x. Since 
and a*= [^ ? i, •••, ^n], aveaQA, we obtain xecQa^QA^^^'^, i.e. . Similarly
^(rfc)e^(jo. Therefore we have q.e.d.
Now we define A  by A = =  A^ ^^ .^ Then the operation A -^ A  has the fol­
lowing properties:
1) A Q A ,
2) A=A,
3) If A, B  are o*-D^ -sets then A Q B  implies A Q B ,
4) If A  and B  are o‘-D*-and o^ -o^ -sets respectively, then A B q A B .
An D*-D^ -set A  is called closed if A = A .  For 5-ideals, the closure operation 
coincides with the *-operation: a =  a*. Hence a is a closed ideal if it is a t;-ideal.
Lemma 2. Let A, B  be o'-o*-, -Q^ sets respectively, and M  a subset of S. I f  
A M q B  and AXQB for a regular element X, then A M QB. Particularly, i f  a, b 
are 5-d*-d^ -, s-Q^ -Q^ -ideals respectively, then CiMQb implies a^MQb^.
Lemma 3. Let a, b be v-o'-o -^, v-o'-o -^ideals respectively, and M  a subset of S. 
I f  aMQb then (s*a )M Qi*b for any -ideal c. I f  particularly axQb then 
xecr^*b.
The proofs of the above two lemmas are similarly obtained as in [3, §5].
From now on 'ideals’ will always mean z;-ideals and ‘c-ideals’ closed ideals, 
respectively.
Let P = p^  ^ be a prime ideal. The set p of all (prime) ideals which are con­
junctive to P is called a prime spot of S. Let p'=p^^ be a prime ideal conjunc­
tive to P=P^K then (a‘^ ^|))*=D‘ implies (q*^^pO*=d* and conversely. In such a
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case is called coprime to p. Let P  be any set of prime spots in 5. Then a
is called coprime to P  when a is coprime to all prime spots in P.
We now define, analogously to the case of rings^\ the P-component Qp=Qp** 
of an ideal Q=Q** as the set of all elements x in S such that nxQa for a suitable 
integral ideal n =  n** which is coprime to P. If n=n** is conjunctive to n, then by 
Lemma 2 nxQa implies xn^Qa and conversely. Hence Qpis defined symmetrically 
with respect to the left and the right orders of a, and represented as the set- 
theoretical sum of all -Q=Q-Tt'"^  with n(nO coprime to P.
Let P  be any set of prime spots in S. Then {ot, D*, forms an another 
system of orders (equivalent to one another) of S. Our main object is the closed 
Dj.-o|-ideals. In the following tt, n', ... will denote ideals which are coprime to P.
L em m a  4. Let Q=a** be an ideal. Then Qp forms a closed (c - )  ^^-^^-ideaU and
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Qp = D|, Q =  Q0p= QDp.
Proof. This is similarly obtained as in [3, §5].
Lemma 5. o|., d*, ... form a system of regular orders equivalent to one an­
other.
Proof. Regularitywas proved in [3, §5]. EquivalencyisevidentbyLemma 4. 
Lemma 6. I f  I  is an s-t>\.-^-ideaU then 51 /5 a c-^ )i.-t>%-ideal.
Lemma 7. Let a and b be any two ideals Then
( ( qB ) * )  P =  QpBp.
The proofs of the above two lemmas are similarly obtained as in [3, §5]. 
L emma 8. Let 51 be an ideal. Then
51 51C ( ( dV ) - O p ^  5 [e o * .
Proof. Suppose that 5:^ 0^ ,. Then o^ o|,5
This implies 5^ QDpO|."^  =  [((dV )*)p]-i =  ((dV)*~Op®^~((o*dO"Op- Hence 5lQoi> 
implies 51 c ( ( 0^ 0*y“Op- The converse is evident. The other part is similarly 
obtained.
Th eorem  I. Let 51 be an s-^^-^p-ideal contained in Op. Then
q=5I^ (dV ) “^
is an -ideal, and
5 l= (a * )p .
5) See [ I ]  and [2].
6) Let a be any ideal. Then the mapping a-^ap gives a groupoid-homomorphism from G of 
all ?;-ideals onto the P-components of all ideals in G. Hence (a“Op=(*^p)"^-
Proof, a is evidently s-D*-D^-ideal. Since 51 contains n~^ a for all n=n”‘.
Hence for all n, hence ^□(a*)p. Suppose that ae%. Then there exist
au € % (u = l ,  . , . ,Tl) such that Since ^CDp, by Lemma 8 ^i/e(DV)p^
Hence there exists such that n). On the other hand,
We obtain (oV)"i=a, e ...,fi). Hence a^\_ai,
cn“^*a*C(a*)p, as desired.
Corollary. Let % be a c-'i^ -^^ t.-ideal contained in d|.. Then there exists an 
'ideal a such that ^I=Qp .
Remark. Let % bean 5-D^-Op-ideal contained in ol,. Then evidently ai— 
is an 5-D*-oMdeal and it is proved that W=(a*)p. Hence by Theorem I, we obtain 
^  =  (a*)p==(af)p=(af)p:=(a3=)p, where a,-=IoDS
Theorem 2. The C’Oh-Op-ideals 51, ... form a groupoid Gp with respect to
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the product 5 1 where 51 is a c-^i\>-t)p-ideal and S a c-^-^p-ideal. Gp is homo­
morphic to G of all ideals as groupoids: G^Gp.
Proof. The mapping a-^a^CaeG) is a homomorphism of G into Gp. If 5^ is a 
c-D^-Dp-ideal contained in of,, then there exists a=o}^eG such that 51=Qp. If ^  is 
a c-Dp-Dp-ideal not contained in o ,^ then there exists ap(a=a“‘) such that Qp-t^ Col., 
Hence by the above corollary there exists in G such that ap*^~'bp. Hence
S=Qpi-Bp=(Q-I^b)P, and the proof is complete.
Theorem 3. Let q= q'^  be an integral ideal in G. Then the following con­
ditions are equivalent.
1. Q /s CO prime to P.
2. q(d*d^ )-i is coprime to P.
2'. (d*d*)“1q is coprime to P.
3. Qp=Dp.
3'. Qp=Dp.
Proof. 1-^2: q»(d*d^ )~^  = c is evidently a two-sided o'-ideal contained in a. 
Suppose that a is coprime to P. Then (q^}))*=d* for any in p  (peP ).
Hence we have (c^]))* = (q^ ].') •(o'd' )^*) • (o*D*)~i =  (a^pD'D*)* • (d*d^ )“1 =  ((q^13)d^)** 
(d^d"^ )-! = ((q^)))V )**( d^d'^ )-i = (d*d^ )* •Cd*’d'^ )-i = d*. 2 -> 3: From Cp =  oi.2Qp2Cp, 
we obtain Qp=D*p. 3^1: If Qp=D ,^ then Qp3l. Hence there exists n=n“‘ such 
that l6Ti"i*Q. Hence n^Q. Thus a is coprime to P. Similarly we obtain 
l-2'-3'->l.
The groupoid-homomorphism G^Gp in Theorem 2 is characterized by the fol­
lowing
Theorem 4. Let G be a groupoid of v-ideals defined on the system {d% D^  ...}, 
and the set of all closed of S. Then the mapping cpp\ Q^ i^?p(Q)=Qp
7) If 5 is a ring, then coincides with the set of all c*-o*-modules, each of which contains 
a regular element. See [3, §5].
from  G into satisfies ^p(a)3a and ^p(ab)=^p(a)»^p(b), a=a**, Con­
versely, i f  a mapping cp from  G into satisfies
1)
2) =(PQa)(PO)),
then (p coincides with some (pp. Hence the set Q o f  all (p satisfying I )  and 2) 
forms an atomic Boolean algebra under (p^ J^r, where (p^y\r means (pQa)Qy}rCa) for  
all a in G. Moreover, Qp coincides with the set-theoretical sum o f all inverse 
image o f (Ppia).
Proof. The first part is easy. We now prove the latter part. Since ^ C^ O 
and (^(dO^(oO“ ^(oO» ^(dO forms a closed D*-semigroup^ .^ Hence there exists a 
set of prime D*-ideals such that We shall now use P ( i )  to denote
the set of all prime spots which contain j3=p”’ in Then PQi) =PQ k ) for arbitrary 
indices i and k. Because if P (k )^ P ( i ) ,  then we can take (.i' such that 
p 'ePQ k ), and po =  c-i*)3'«c(c=c*0 is not contained in every p  in PQi). Hence 
(^DOC|lDj)o. This implies Therefore p'~'^  =  fpo^T^Q(p(c)(pQod(pQc-^)Q
(pCc*&*c-^)=(pCo^)=o^^Qop, i.e. This is a contradiction. Hence P (k )Q .P (i ).
Similarly P ( i ) Q P ( k ) .  Hence we obtain P = P ( i ) = P ( k ) ,  as desired.
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Next we prove that ( p ( a ) =ap.  Since oj, =  <^ (dO r ic i
(p(i&)(p(a)a--'^=(pQa)a-^Q(pia)(p(a-d=(p(S^*^'^d=^(S^')=(p(pdy we have ot=^(a)a~i and
Op=Dj^ a= ^p(a)Q - ^ a (a )D*. On the other hand, since ^(a) c^(a)o*^^(a)^^?(o*) c^ (a ),
we have (p(a) =(p(a)d^. Therefore we obtain ^(a)o=ap=^^>p(a).
Suppose that A  is the inverse image of ^p(a). If teA,  then Cp=Qp. Hence 
C C Qp, U C C Qp. Conversely let a be any element in Qp. Then there exists c such 
that aez=u~^*a. Since Cp=np^*ap=oi.«Qp=Qp, we have t e A .  Hence Qp=Uc. This
C€A
completes the proof.
2. We now consider a lattice-formulation of P-components of two-sided o-ideals 
in a semigroup. Let L  be a lattice-ordered group (/-group) with the ascending 
chain condition for integral elements,and P  a set of prime elements of L. A  
P-component of an element of L  can be defined as follows:
D efinition . The ideal generated by [ap~^\ p e p )  is called a P-component o f 
aeL.  Symbol'. (pr{a).
The object of this paragraph is to prove
T heoerm  5. Let L  be an l-group satisfying the ascending chain condition for  
integral elements. Then the mapping q>p\ a-^(pp{a) gives a homomorphism from
8) See §5 in [3].
9) See §5 in [3]. If <^(oO =  5, then we define =  where (p denotes the vacuous.
10) See §5 in [3].
11) An element x of L  is called integral if x is contained in an identity of L. By the 
ascending chain condition for integral elements, L  forms a commutative group.
L into the l-semigroup^ '^ '^  ^  consisting of all ideals of L, and it satisfies cp-p(^ d)^ a. 
Conversely, let cp be a mapping from L into S which satisfies <p(id)^a and cp(ah) 
—(pQa')(p(l)). Then <p coincides with some (pp. Hence the set 0 of all group-homo- 
morphisms cp from L into each of which satisfies <p(^d)^a for every element a ^L, 
forms an atomic Boolean algebra under an inclusion relation where <p ^  ^  
means ( P C X ' ) (^ x') for all x in L.
Lemma. Let I )  bean m-ideal^^^ o f L. Then there exists a suitable set P  
o f prim:e elements such that J=(PpQe),
Proof o f  Lemma, Since /□ / and Ji^Iy we can take a non-integral element c 
in J. Let c~^ r\^ =-p\'"pr be the factorization into prime elements pi. Then since 
Pi^c-'^r^ey we have pj^^c^ee j. Hence PJ^  That is to say, P=^ {p\ p'^^^J] is 
non-void. We now prove that Evidently (ppQe) is contained in /. Let
<pp(.e)i^J and take an element a ^ J  such that a^(pp{e). Then a ^ e (^pp{e). Let
(^a'-^e)-^=^a-^c^e=I\ Pi i-e the factorization into prime elements^/. Then a^ -^ e 
*=i
n
— n  pi'^ . If Pn^  are contained in ^p(^), then a^ee<ppQe) and ae(ppQe), a
*=i
contradiction. Hence there exists pj^ which is not contained in (pp{e). On the 
other hand, since p~i^^a^e^J, we have Pj^ This is a contradiction. Hence 
J=(PpQe), as desired.
Proof of Theorem, The first part of the theorem is easily obtained. We now 
prove the later part of the theorem. Evidently (pQe) forms an m-ideal of L. If 
(pQe)i=^ I, then by Lemma, (pQe)=(ppQe) for a suitable set P  of prime elements of L. 
Since (pQe)=a-^a(pQe)^a~' (^pQa)(pQe)=a'- (^p(a) (^pQa-‘^ )(pQa)= (^p{a-'^a)—(pQe), we have 
a~^(p(^a^=(p{e)=(pp{e). Hence (p(^ a)—a(ppQe)=(pp(a). Conversely, for any set P  of 
prime elements, the mapping (p\ a- (^pp{a) gives a group-homomorphism satisfying 
(p{a)^a, Itis easily verified that (pp{e)=(pQ{e) implies P=Q. Hencethe mapping 
(p-^ P<i(p=(pp) is one-to-one between 0 and where ^  is the set of all prime ele­
ments of L. If then P ^Q . Hence the mapping (p-^P gives a Iat- 
tice-isomorphism between 0 and § forms therefore an atomic Boolean algebra. 
This completes the proof.
R em ark . By the proof of Theorem 5, we obtain that 0 is lattice-isomorphic 
to the lattice 2 of all the /-ideals^ ^^  of L, and also to the lattice 5^  of all the m~ 
ideals of L. Hence of course S is lattice-isomorphic to In details this isomor­
phism is represented as follows:
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12) A multiplication / • / '  of /  and / ' in S is defined as an ideal generated by '{xx'\ x^J, 
x'€ /'}. Then S forms an /-semigroup ([4]) under this multiplication and set-inclusion 
relation.
13) An ideal of an /-group is called an -ideal when it forms a semigroup containing the 
identity e. Then the j>et I  of all integral elements forms an w-ideal, any and ;w-ideal 
contains I.
14) Cf. [4] Chapter XIIL
N-^J=Ke, {p-^ ; peN}), (iVeS),
where /* denotes the dual ideal of /, and A denotes the intersection.
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